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Leading companies 
understand that 
they are in the 
customer-experience 
business, and they 
understand that 
how an organization 
delivers for customers 
is beginning to be as 
important as what it 
delivers.

McKinsey, Customer experience: New capabilities,  
new audiences, new opportunities, 2017 
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Today, businesses are under pressure to not only create great products 
and services – but also deliver delightful experiences. As McKinsey 
states, “it’s not just what a company delivers anymore, but how.”

And in the digital age, technology empowers the customer more than 
ever before. They expect an easy, effective, and highly personalized 
service.

Customers now, more than ever before, have more options in what 
products and brands they decide to purchase. They also read hundreds 
of thousands of customer reviews, use comparison apps or websites, 
and even get in contact with the brand if needed through online chats 
and email submissions.

For companies that provide similar services or products, how they 
deliver their customer service is going to be a major differentiator. While 
this has been a trend for several years, it’s accelerated over the past 18 
months, as companies are specifically allocating budget line items into 
their customers’ experience. 

Your Customers (and 
Their Expectations) 
Have Changed
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Gartner’s 2017 Customer 
Experience Marketing Survey 
found that almost two-
thirds of companies say they 
compete within their market 
based mostly on customer 
experience. Similarly, Acorio’s 
Insight & Vision Report found 
that 58% of respondents 
consider Customer Experience 
a critical future trend.

What do you think of when 
someone talks about the 
world’s top brands? Apple, 
Lyft, Netflix, Warby Parker, or 
Amazon. These iconic, modern, 
and relevant brands didn’t 
create an entirely new market 
when they started; they 
changed the experience of the 
existing markets, focusing on 
every step of the customer’s 
journey. 

Touchpoints on a 
Customer’s Journey: 

Evaluate a Product1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Add a Service

Onboard

Check Shipping 
Status

Manage Account

Report an Issue

Give Feedback

Solve Billing Issue

Request Usage Help

Upgrade

Renew Service

Cancel Service

Customers have 
different touchpoints 
throughout their journey 
with a brand. However, 
in many companies, 
these touchpoints aren’t 
connected and are 
generally siloed from 
one another, creating 
broken process areas 
and service gaps, which 
ultimately leads to a 
frustrating experience 
for your customers. 
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Top Customer Frustrations  
are Fueled by Three Problems

A statistic often quoted among Customer Experience advocates, is one 
that should give business departments pause: Bain & Company surveyed 
over 360 firms and found that 80% of them believed they delivered 
“superior experience” to their customer. But, surprisingly enough, customers 
found that only 8% of companies were delivering.

The truth is, while customer expectations have changed (and that 
change is accelerating), the underlying business processes powering most 
enterprise-level customer support systems have not evolved as quickly. 
This creates an extreme disconnect between what customers demand and 
what well-meaning reps can deliver.

So where exactly are businesses failing? It’s likely that the top customer 
frustrations within your own company are fueled by three major problems, 
all within your customer service strategy:
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Department  
silos  

delay  
resolution. 

You’ve probably heard about this single 
problem, which does in fact plague all 
aspects of a company. The mantra of 
connecting your departments and breaking 
down silos is probably starting to sound a 
little monotonous. 

But, what does this actually mean? Start 
by thinking about how many aspects of 
your business could be involved in a single 
customer service request; field service 
operations, finance and billing, marketing, 
etc. Customers are often “ping-ponged” 
across different departments during a single 
call or during the life of a service request. 
Harris Interactive found that it typically 
requires four or more departments to resolve 
a single customer issue.

Try to remember the last time you called 
your cellphone service provider; how many 
times did their operators transfer you to a 
different department until your problem was 
eventually solved (if solved at all)? Our guess 
is probably too many times.

19% of customers contacted in the 
ServiceNow survey connected to customer 
service 7 or more times to address a single 
request. This means customer service is 
struggling to get the correct information 
for the customer, requiring the customer to 
follow up several times to get their requests 
fulfilled and issues resolved.

1.

It typically 
requires 
four or more 
departments to 
resolve a single 
customer issue.

“

”
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The 2017 National Customer Rage Study, Customer  
Care Measurement & Consulting, 2017

Harris Interactive, “Customer Experience 
Impact Report,” 2010.



Issues  
(when solved) 

are solved 
reactively. 

2.

Only 17% of 
customers are 
satisfied with 
the customer 
service 
representatives’ 
action(s) taken 
to resolve their 
most serious 
problems.

“8

With only 17% of customers satisfied with customer service 
representatives’ action(s) taken to resolve their most serious problems, 
customers’ needs aren’t being addressed appropriately, i.e., proactively. 

Organizations and companies are not solving issues proactively. 
Instead, they only react to problems after they arise and are reported 
by the customer. Even when multiple customers have the same issues, 
organizations are not performing root cause analysis, research, or 
communicating with their client base to prevent the problem from 
affecting other customers in the future.

2017 Customer Service Trends: Operations Become Smarter 
and More Strategic, Forrecter Research, 2017



Customers  
want to help  

themselves  
– but can’t.

3.
40% of consumers prefer digital customer 
service (web, mobile self-service, chatbots, 
virtual agents, communities, etc.) versus 
a traditional phone call with an agent. A 
Dimension Data report found growth in every 
digital channel, but a 12% decrease in phone 
volume.

Despite this, there are very few companies 
that allow customers to use self-service or 
digital knowledge to resolve their problems 
or questions. What’s crazier? Solving this 
issue is a win-win! By providing the tools and 
knowledge base for customers to solve their 
concerns, with far less friction, companies can 
save costs on agent-assisted communications.

40% of 
consumers prefer 
digital customer 
service versus a 
traditional phone 
call with an 
agent. 

“

”
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2017 Customer Service trends: Operations Become Smarter  
and More Strategic, Forrester Research, 2017



Why Getting 
Customer Service 
Right Matters to 
Your Business
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The numbers speak for 
themselves:

10%

60-70%

A 10% increase in 
Customer Satisfaction 
leads to a 2-3% revenue 
increase.

The probability of selling 
to an existing customer 
is 60-70%, compared to 
selling to a new prospect 
which is 5-20%.

ServiceNow’s 
Customer Service 
Management 
Solution

Disconnected experiences result in poor 
customer satisfaction and high costs for 
your organization, requiring a modern 
customer service solution to fit the 
needs of the digital eras citizen. 

While many technology vendors have 
pivoted to address these customer 
experience needs, we see one that 
significantly stands out from the rest: 
ServiceNow. With a powerful enterprise 
platform behind it and investments to 
simplify Customer Service workflow, 
this next section will walk through the 
benefits our customers have seen while 
leveraging ServiceNow’s innovative CSM 
offering. 
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Top 3 Customer Service Mega Trends for 2019,  
ServiceNow, 2010

Marketing Metrics: The Definitive Guide to Measureing  
Marketing Performance, Farris, 2010



1.

You’re now well aware that Customer Service teams are often siloed 
from the rest of the organization. Instead of working with different 
departmental teams to solve the “cause” of reoccurring issues, they are 
operating on an island, responding to customers in the moment.

With ServiceNow’s cross-enterprise case management and workflows, 
teams from different departments can efficiently work together on the 
same platform to solve customer questions or issues, and track all the 
activities from the related issues - even if more than one team is working 
on tasks at the same time. Plus, ServiceNow’s intuitive interface and 
omni-channel approach make it easier for your customers and your 
employees to track progress and stay up-to-date on the service request.

ServiceNow’s Customer Service Management enables your customers to 
reach you from a variety of different channels (self-service, phone, chat, 
virtual agent, email, etc.). Customers can use these channels – even on 
their mobile phone - to make a request, report issues, or bring attention 
to other problems.

Now, you or your customers can create cases, and machine learning will 
quickly route those cases to available customer service agents based on 
their particular skill sets.

11

Resolve complex  
issues end-to-end.
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Agent Workspace

•  With a multi-tab interface, agents can easily navigate between 
    different records, improving agent productivity
•  Underneath the header, which details the case – in this example 
    “dashboards are running slow” there is a ribbon to quickly orient  
    an agent to case details
•  An Agent Workspace Case form displays case details side-by-side 
    to the activity screen to minimize scrolling 
•  Agent Intelligence provides agents with a list of similar cases and 
    can also provide recommendations about major issues and major  
    cases
•  The Agent Assist tab enables agents to quickly search for  
    information across multiple sources (knowledge bases, community     
    sites, catalog items, etc.). Agents can even send these resources  
    to customers via chat until they solve the full issue

With Agent Workspace, tier 1 customer service agents can now relish the 
functionality of the platform with an easy-to-navigate interface. Agent 
workspace now supports agents who handle cases from multiple sources 
like customer service portals, inbound emails, phone inquiries, and chat 
requests.
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The Field Service Management application and Project 
Portfolio Management can help organize works tasks 
that need to be performed on location. You can match 
tasks to agent based on their skills, territory and 
availability. 

In Acorio’s ServiceNow Insight & Vision Survey, we found 
that over 58% of respondents stated that Customer 
Satisfaction Scores were a top Key Performance 
Indicator (KPI) they tracked.

Empowering your agents by connecting previously 
siloed departments and increasing their visibility can be 
a “quick win” to help strengthen your CSAT score and 
create a positive customer experience. Not to mention, 
less handoffs between departments means faster 
time to resolution, which is a top metric for increasing 
customer satisfaction.

Process Tip: Ask your Customer Service Agents what 
departments they normally need to connect with to resolve 
an issue and start tracking what type of requests they are. 
How are they handling those situations now?  
 
By organizing and documenting your current processes to 
resolve customer issues that spread across departments, 
you can learn what manual processes you can automate 
and what gaps you’re currently struggling to resolve 
without the necessary technology. This way, organizations 
are able to identify and streamline everything from service 
bottlenecks to emerging issues to propensity and timing for 
purchasing related products.



2. Intelligently fix problems before 
customers even know they have them. 
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By connecting customer service to other departments, you can resolve 
issues faster and fix the root cause of issues with the visual task board, 
workflow, and automation. For example, let’s say a phone manufacturer 
is having an issue with a recent update causing their fifth generation 
phone to not pair with Bluetooth devices. Customer Agents can notify 
the engineering department about the glitch with a visual task board 
to solve for the Bluetooth code glitch. Meanwhile, agents can use major 
issue management to automatically inform fifth generation phone 
owners about the issue and keep them updated on their progress until 
it’s fully resolved.

With ServiceNow’s CSM solution, you can provide real-time visibility 
into the operational health of your customer systems thanks to IoT 
and operational intelligence. Performance Analytics also allows you 
to identify and track trends – such as reoccurring issues or cases. By 
understanding what your frequent cases are (and figuring out the 
underlying solution), you can automatically resolve them in the future.

When an issue impacts a large audience, you can proactively identify, 
communicate, and manage the resolution process with Major Issue 
Management. Before a customer even knows or reports an issue, your 
team can proactively solve that issue for them! 

For smaller subsets of audiences, you can also use the Targeted 
Communications application. This allows users with publication authors 
and publications administrator roles to create and send articles to 
internal or external customers.

With the CSM solution, you can create a loyal fan base with your 
customers and likely increase your satisfaction scores when you alert 
your customers of a possible issue or – in the best case – when an issue 
is prevented entirely.



3. Drive action to 
instantly take 
care of common 
requests.

Customers expect their questions and concerns to be addressed 
and subsequently resolved quickly. With a personalized self-service 
portal, you can empower your customers with personalized, fast self-
service. Not only can they address their concerns on their own time, 
but they can also use the device or channel of their choice – reducing 
the customer frustration and giving them more control over how they 
communicate with you and your teams.  

Here are just some of the ways your customers can self-solve:

•  Execute common requests (think address change or password     
    reset) with the service catalog, using visual workflow and  
    automation to orchestrate front and back end processes. 
•  Talk with a virtual agent (chatbot) 
•  Discover solutions by engaging with peers and experts in  
    communities
•  Find quick answers to common issues using Knowledge  
    Management

With new self-service support options, Forrester Consulting discovered 
in their Total Economic Impact report that companies found a 15% 
reduction in call volume (which is the most expensive channel for 
Customer Services). With web portal access, customers are able to 
conveniently self-solve common issues using the service catalog and 
knowledge articles. This reduction in call volume has accumulated to 
over $5.4 million in savings. 
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ServiceNow in the 
real world 

chapter four
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So now that you have a deeper understanding of ServiceNow Customer 
Service Management and its capabilities, how are real companies using it?

The Challenge:  
 
When Gemalto, a global cyber security firm 
headquartered in France, acquired the U.S. security 
company SafeNet, the parent firm used the merger 
as an opportunity to review the U.S. company’s 
customer service management (CSM) platform. 
Thorough customer surveys provided feedback 
for meaningful improvement, including making 
the service desk easier and more rewarding to 
use, modernizing the interface, and giving end-
users more direct access to the information and 
downloads they needed (e.g., drivers, manuals).

A new ServiceNow Customer Service 
Management (CSM) strategy opens 
opportunities to improve satisfaction 
scores and increase revenues



On the back-end, Gemalto’s support team had no easy way of accessing 
customer entitlement records, forcing them to give free support 
regardless of service status. Each product family had its own support 
site, creating inconsistent service experiences for end-users. Worse, the 
old CSM had been custom built on top of Seibel; any change, no matter 
how small, required the attention of a web developer.

The Solution: 

After initial consideration of various CSM options, Gemalto realized that 
a cloud-based SaaS platform would provide greater long-term value. In 
particular, the company could benefit from routine upgrades that kept 
pace with emerging technology without having to reinvest in new rounds 
of coding.

Even with standardized upgrades, ServiceNow offered a flexible platform 
to support Gemalto’s growing needs and scale. Working with Acorio 
throughout the implementation, Gemalto was able to integrate their new 
CSM with several crucial on-premise applications:

•  By Integrating with Oracle EBS, support staff got easy access to 
    every customer’s licensing and entitlement agreements,  
    eliminating costly free service giveaways to customers not  
    paying for support, as well as opening the door for service  
    upgrades. Equally as important was the ability to replace time- 
    consuming manual return process with an automated workflow  
    that dramatically reduced resolutions times.

17

Any change, no matter how 
small, required the attention 
of a web developer.
“

”
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•  Integration with Gemalto’s file download system (FDS), leveraging 
    a modern, self-service portal, allowed customers to navigate, and 
    download the files they needed within the CSM online interface  
    very quickly.
•  A newly-organized data model (encouraged by Acorio as  
    a ServiceNow best practice), made knowledge base articles,  
    previously held in a separate InQuira system, available on the  
    CSM site for simple self-help.
•  ServiceNow’s type-ahead functions were supplemented by  
    Acorio’s approach to include categorization and graphic icons  
    representing common search categories for faster navigation.
•  “Special handling” instructions enabled other departments to  
    intuitively help support staff quickly identify and address special  
    situations, enhancing the customer experience while reducing the 
    internal spend cycle.

The Results: 
 
 In just ten months from RFP to rollout, the implementation was 
complete, and customers seeking service were pleased to see a modern, 
Gemalto-branded portal for fast navigation and rapid insight into case 
progress.

In just one month, their team solved for: 

44K 800+ 7,176 66K
Emails Requests Support Cases Product Models



Changing the Definition of  
“Customer”

chapter five
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What if we told you to think of students as customers – oftentimes, 
$200,000 customers between tuition, housing, and additional fees 
across 4 years.  

Unless you are lucky enough to have a massive “waitlist” of talent, 
investing in recruiting and retaining these types of students (customers) 
is a competitive battle. So, if students and their parents are the new 
customers, then universities must think more like high-end customer 
service organizations to survive the sea change.

Delivering an exceptional customer experience is no longer a choice for 
high education institutions. The freshman walking onto college campuses 
today have grown up as consumers in an online community. So how can 
you redefine their student experience?

Acorio’s Student One-Stop Portal, a ServiceNow Partner Catalyst 
Solution can help you change the playing field – whether your university 
clients are building its brand recognition or focusing on retaining 
students with a stellar experience, stay connected with students and 
parents, or reduce your costs through intelligent automation.

Higher Education



Using ServiceNow CSM you can modernize your student experience. 
With a Service Portal, students, parents and/or guardians can easily 
access services from your student-facing entities. Online you can quickly 
create a case or get help regarding housing, registrations, financial aid, 
bursar, or even community events.

The New ServiceNow technology platform modernizes student and 
alumni service with:

•  Modern, intuitive sites that drive  
    engagement
•  Self-reliant solutions and Intelligent  
    routing of requests
•  Rapid resolution with lower-cost  
    resources
•  Tool consolidation or simple integration
•  A unified system of work that improves  
    communication and coordination  
    throughout the institution

By leveraging the power of ServiceNow’s 
Customer Service Management and its 
capabilities, you can create a more streamlined 
customer service experience, leaving students 
with increased overall customer satisfaction.

20

What if we told you, students 
are $200K customers? ”
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Providing and managing IT Infrastructure support to customers is 
a challenge for most companies today, but for organizations with 
distributed stores or a franchise model, it’s only the tip of the iceberg.

Aside from just customers who shop at their stores, organizations 
who run on a franchise-model must also support the individual stores 
themselves. From issues regarding inventory or service outages, 
organizations must ask themselves how they can best serve and provide 
for their franchises – in addition to their customers. 

With ServiceNow CSM, you can provide quick, convenient service, 
reliable and streamlined communication, and an efficient solution 
process for any issues that arise in your franchise stores by enhancing 
their IT structure and digital infrastructure.

Retail & 
Franchises

For organizations with distributed 
stores or a franchise model, 
providing and managing IT 
Infrastructure support is only the 
tip of the iceberg.

“
”



Here are some ways stores and franchises can solve their 
frustrations: 
 
1. Define hierarchies (based on geographic or ownership 
models). By building this system, you increase the overall 
visibility and give the stores or franchise control over service 
issues or requests. Another perk is that the hierarchy gives client 
companies the ability to define the terms, contracts, and service 
level specific to store or franchise ownership.

2. Enable stores to self-manage users with CSM. ServiceNow’s 
CSM enables stores and franchises to manage their own 
users without involving the company’s IT Infrastructure team, 
alleviating the burden of store contact management from the 
Company’s IT Infrastructure team.

3. Provide Operational Services On-Site. With the Field Service 
Management application, stores and franchises can streamline 
onsite services for maintaining and repairing store assets. 
Additionally, it can be leveraged for onboarding a new store 
or new service with streamlined tasks and asset management. 
Additionally, suppliers and vendors can maintain their 
relationships across multiple stores and keep their interactions 
with the IT Infrastructure team organized.

4. Collaborate among Stores with Communities. Collaboration 
amongst communities is an essential component of a self-
service strategy. Along with knowledge, communities allow 
store employees to get quick answers to their issues by crowd 
sourcing and troubleshooting with their peers in other stores. 
By encouraging team members to work together across the 
franchise, this approach enables employees to solve their own 
technical issues, thereby deflecting additional work from the 
support teams.
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Start empowering  
your customers today

chapter six

Taking these actions will also bolster your top line revenue by creating 
loyal customers who are happy to continue to invest in your brand. A 
Dimension Data report recently found that of companies that improved 
customer experience, 84% experienced revenue uplifts and 79% 
reported cost savings.

Leveraging an experience platform, such as ServiceNow, you can:

As we have shown, 
putting your customers 
first means valuing 
their time and 
providing personalized 
customer experience – 
serving your customers 
when and where they 
want to communicate 
with you. 

•  Connecting your customer service agents with other  
    departments in the organization to resolve issues end-to-end
•  Proactively anticipate and solve issues before your customers even 
    experience them
•  Provide your customers with self-service solutions with a  
    personalized portal so you can empower both your customers and 
    your organization.

Customers are the lifeblood of every organization. Investing in the right 
technology and the right strategy to serve them – while providing them 
with the experience they deserve – will reinforce your relationship with 
them, improve your overall business efficiency, and eliminate common 
headaches for your front-line customer support. (It also has the benefit 
of being the right way to do business!)
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WHO
WE
ARE

Acorio is a cloud consultancy, transforming 
operations and customer processes with 
ServiceNow. We combine inspiration and 
guidance with deep practice leadership, 
agility and a relentless focus on customer 
excellence. 

Call us today at 1-866-333-8768 or contact us 
at acorio.com/talk-to-an-expert todayLearn More

•  A Global Top 10 Partner in  
    ServiceNow Certifications 
•  History of Leading-Industry CSAT
•  Employer of Choice with the Best  
    Talent in the Business
•  Innovative ServiceNow Solutions  
    including ServiceNow Certified  
    Catalyst Program
•  ServiceNow Elite Partner 
•  Best-of-the-Best Professional  
    Services Organization on SPI’s  
    annual list


